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1. 	Name of Item

Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS)

2. 	Description of Item

CTAS, developed at NASA-Ames Research Center, comprises two tools:  The traffic management advisor (TMA) and the final approach spacing tool (FAST).  TMA is used by the En Route Controller and Traffic Management Coordinator (TMC) in ARTCCs.  FAST is used by the Terminal controller in TRACONs.

TMA provides meter lists with crossing times, delay estimates, and schedules to fixes. Specifically, TMA provides an ETA to the meter fix, outer-outer fix, and the runway threshold. It also provides a traffic situation display, traffic counts, rush alert advisories, demand information, and NAPRS delay reporting. This advisory information is provided to the TMCs and, in later versions, to the sector controllers. FAST provides runway assignments, landing sequence numbers, priority aircraft designations, and missed approaches. The TMA operating envelope is essentially Center-wide to the TRACON boundary, whereas FAST is within the TRACON. The increased flow-rates and decreased delay benefits of TMA and FAST are complementary, given their distinct operating horizons.

CTAS “Build 1” consists of only the Build 1 version of TMA. CTAS Build 1 is installed at the following locations:  Los Angeles/SCT, Denver, Miami, and Atlanta. The currently installed CTAS Build 1 sites are prototypes and there are no more prototype installations planned.  CTAS Build 1 sites provide metering and miles in trail information to TMCs in the ARTCCs, TRACONs, and to the Towers at the above locations.

CTAS “Build 2” consists of FAST and the build 2 version of  TMA. Build 2 TMA provides the same type of information to the TMCs as TMA Build 1 (although improved and expanded), and, in addition, provides metering lists to the individual ARTCC sector controllers on their PVDs, who thus schedule arrival aircraft to fixes per the CTAS generated sequence list.  FAST schedules landing sequence and assigns runways for arriving traffic. A traffic situation display and traffic counts are also generated. Landing sequence and runway assignment are provided to the TRACON controller through the FDADs. TMA build 2 and FAST are in operation at the Fort Worth ARTCC and DFW TRACON.  CTAS is currently a “prototype development system”, supported by the FAA AUA-540 “Traffic Flow Management IPT”. Build 2 CTAS is planned for national deployment beginning in 2001. Specific future sites and deployment schedules are currently being established.

Primary CTAS TMA inputs are from the Host (specifically Flight Plan and Track Update related), and weather from NOAA.  FAST gets  En Route and Terminal track data from ARTS and Host inputs from TMA.

3. 	Benefits

Build 2 CTAS provides computer intelligence for the planning and control of terminal air traffic by means of advisories presented to controllers on their displays. CTAS advisories provide a better situational awareness to the controller and improve traffic flow efficiency. ATC Operations at the Ft. Worth ARTCC with Build 2 TMA show a 1-2 min per aircraft delay reduction during rush periods, while reducing controller workload and increasing TMC situational awareness. FAST results at DFW TRACON have demonstrated throughput increases of more than 13% with no negative impact on controller workload or safety.

Build 2 CTAS data could assist airlines by providing arrival flight data and ARTCC/TRACON air traffic management data. Arrival flight data would include aircraft ETAs, sequence, runway assignment, and delay information. CTAS time of arrival (ETA) data will be more accurate than those based on historical projections or extrapolated from flight plans. During en-route ARTCC metering, CTAS scheduled time of arrivals (STAs) will provide accurate per aircraft delay information in addition to time of arrival. Build 2 CTAS data should thus improve the efficiency of ground operations, particularly at airline hubs.

4. 	Source of the Data

Currently CTAS data is not available outside of its fielded FAA facilities.  A plan has been developed to provide CTAS Build 2 TMA data to airlines operating in the ZFW/DFW area. The data would be provided through a specialized, filtered, CTAS “repeater” display. The data would remove the specific aircraft identifiers of the non-host airline and prevent any computer feedback from the host airline to the FAA facilities (ZFW and DFW TRACON) through CTAS. Such constraints on the sharing of CTAS data with airlines were required to allow the planned limited data sharing of Build 2 CTAS data with airlines. Approval for such data sharing is still pending, although expected, from FAA Air Traffic. 

There are no plans to provide CTAS data on any “open network” such as AOCnet.  Issues that would have to be worked out for such an activity would include airline competitive advantage, measures to prevent airline questioning of ATC decisions given the additional data, non-government control of sensitive ATC data in the event of an air incident or accident, and FAA computer network security. These issues have both technical and political ramifications.

Some thought has been given to a CTAS-ETMS integration effort, either providing CTAS data to ETMS or providing ETMS data to CTAS.  An ETMS data feed has recently been established to the CTAS development lab at NASA-Ames.

5.   Nature of the Data

Build 2 CTAS TMA data is updated at a 12 sec rate; FAST at a 6 sec rate.  For the CTAS TMA “repeater” display mentioned above, the data  would nominally use around 60% of a 128Kbps ISDN, which would vary with air traffic conditions (e.g. number of planes to track and schedule, etc.) Start-up transients would require more bandwidth for “reasonable” start-up times.  These data specifications are for the research TMA “repeater” system mentioned above, and include some additional message traffic that is not accessed by the repeater. Hence, exact bandwidth requirements for CTAS data would be less than the above estimate. 

The data stream itself is very reliable (stable) as it is in operation at FAA operational facilities.  The CTAS data is quite accurate in its ETAs, sequence lists, and runway assignments, as evidenced by the daily reliance and use of these advisories by the ARTCC TMCs and sector controllers, and TRACON controllers.

6. 	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

See discussion above in Section 4 “Source of the Data”.

7. 	Other Issues

None

	 

